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we've come to the end of the
u.s. Paris Tech Challenge I have

The WeVerify project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 825297
53k users worldwide (Fact checkers, journalists, human rights defenders, teachers and scholars, NGOs and government organisations)
Used worldwide: 202 countries

1. France
2. United States
3. India
4. Mexico
5. Spain
6. Netherlands
7. Colombia
8. United Kingdom
9. Germany
10. Argentina

The WeVerify project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 825297
New features available now

The WeVerify project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 825297
The Assistant

The assistant will help you to analyse a webpage, an image or a video file and suggest which WeVerify tools are useful for each case.

Choose what you want to analyse

- **Webpage link**
  Insert the link of a webpage, and the assistant will suggest the most useful tools for the contents of the given page.

- **Local file**
  The assistant will suggest the most useful tools depending on if the file is a video or image.

The WeVerify project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 825297
Social network analysis

The WeVerify project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 825297
Database of known fakes
Database of known fakes

Search for Debunks by similar

Search for Debunks by:

Images  Video

https://mobile.twitter.com/RN_Destiny/status/1426700106833842178
Database of known fakes

The WeVerify project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 825297
Deepfake video appears to show New Zealand PM 'smoking crack'

Taylor Thompson Fuller, AFP New Zealand and Pacific Islands

Published on Thursday 7 October 2021 at 11:38

A video circulating on social media appears to show New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern smoking crack cocaine. However, the video is fake and was posted on a YouTube channel that uses artificial intelligence to make deepfakes of Kiwi politicians and celebrities.
The WeVerify project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 825297.
Open innovation

The WeVerify project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 825297.
A new forensic feature: CheckGIF

The WeVerify project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 825297
Revealing visual manipulation
Any question?

www.weverify.eu

@WeVerify

@dteyssou

Thank you for your attention!

Disclaimer: This presentation reflects the views only of the author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use, which may be made of the information contained therein.